
Helsinki University of Tehnology, Laboratory for Theoretial Computer Siene TJTik-79.144 Logi in omputer siene: foundationsExamination, Deember 18, 2001Please note the following: your answers will be graded only if youhave passed all the three home assignments before the exam!Assignment 1 Answer and justify brie�y, but exatly.(a) Does the following hold: it is possible to de�ne the other propositionalonnetives (^,_,$) using the onnetives ! and _ (exlusive or).(b) Does the folloing hold: if �1 and �2 are sets of sentenes suh that�1 � �2 and � is a sentene suh that �1 j= �, then also �2 j= �.() Does the following hold: a onjuntive normal form � of a sentene inprediate logi is logially equivalent to the form �0 obtained from �by Skolemization.(d) Does the following hold: the satis�ability problem SAT of propositionallogi is NP-omplete.Assignment 2 Examine if the given laim holds using semanti tableaux.If not, justify by giving a valuation/struture (a ounter example).(a) j= (:C ! A ^ :B)! ((:C ! (A! B))! C).(b) f9x9yP (x; y);8x8y(P (x; y)! Q(x; y))g j= 9xQ(x; x)() f8x(P (x)! R(x)); 8x(:Q(x)! :R(x))g j= 8x(P (x)! Q(x))Tableau proofs must ontain all intermediary steps !!!Assignment 3 Binary trees are represented in terms of a binary funtionsymbol i (inner nodes) and a unary funtion symbol l (leaf nodes). In thisway, the binary tree in the piture gets a representation i(i(l(); l(a)); l(b)).(a) Let the prediate M(x; y) mean that binary tree x is the mirror imageof binary tree y. De�ne the prediate M using sentenes of prediatelogi (assuming the representation given above).(b) Use resolution to �nd the mirrorimage of the following binary tree: ���� ����a bAssignment 4 Let us represent natural numbers 0; 1; 2; : : : with groundterms 0, s(0), s(s(0)),. . . built of a onstant symbol 0 and a funtion symbols whih is interpreted as the funtion s(x) = x+ 1 for natural numbers x.(a) Let the prediates J2(x), J3(x) and J6(x) mean that a natural numberx is divisible by two, three and six, respetively. Use prediate logi tode�ne these prediates suh that the de�nition of the prediate J6 isbased on the de�nitions of the prediates J2 and J3.(b) Use semanti tableaux to show that if a natural number x is divisibleby two and three, then the natural number x+ 6 is divisible by six.The name of the ourse, the ourse ode, the date, your name, yourstudent id, and your signature must appear on every sheet of your answers.


